


ALISERIO’S CORE BUSINESS IS
THE AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

Aliserio is a company born in 1967 and 
operates in the aviation field since its 
foundation.
Thanks to Eurofly Service’s partnership 
it strengthens its experience in aircraft
maintenance for over 40 years.

APPROVED BY 

DASSAULT FALCON 
AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER

Eurofly Service has solid roots in air  transport sector 
and aircraft maintenance has been one of its main 

activities for years. 

Now Aliserio has acquired the maintenance 
branch from Eurofly Service.

Certified ISO:9001



The management of Aliserio is highly experienced 
in aviation and has already been in charge 

in several maintenance organizations for 
many years.



The specialized  experts are always 
ready to intervene to 
guarantee optimal technical 
support on any of the airplane’s 
system or equipment. 

Our experts have all certifications required 
by Italian and European Authorities and they are 

highly qualified in order to guarantee a perfect 
service and assistance in any circumstance. 



Aliserio is authorized to perform 
scheduled and unscheduled 
maintenance, as well as 
repair services under warranty 
and Falconcare programs.

Aliserio is unique in Italy’s business aviation industry.
Dassault Aviation has recognized our 

company as a “Dassault Authorized Service Center”, 
a privilege earned exclusively by those who apply 

the manufacturer’s strict standards.



Aliserio is also approved by EASA to perform 
maintenance on a large range of business aircraft 

and helicopters such as:



Aliserio takes care of your aircraft with passion and 
devotion and will make your aircraft safe 

and your trip carefree.



Aliserio headquarter is in Turin  Airport, where it 
operates in its own hangar, as well as in 

Milan Linate and Treviso airports.

Treviso

Milano

Torino



Aliserio is the new Italian reference in aeronautic 
maintenance thanks to the highly qualified 

experience, professionalism and efficiency.
Safety is our highest priority.



Aliserio takes seriously your aircraft maintenance and 
keeps your aircraft in tip top conditions.



TORINO  CASELLE AIRPORT
Aeroporto Città di Torino
10072 Caselle Torinese TO

MILANO LINATE AIRPORT
Viale Dell’Aviazione, 65
20138 Milano

TREVISO AIRPORT
Via Noalese 63/E
31100 Treviso

Tel.: +39 011 5679222
Mob.: +39 342 6572080
Mob.: +39 335 7879452

www.aliserio.com

info@aliserio.com


